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Abstract

This document present in which way how you use \texttt{serbian-def-cyr} package.

1 Introduction

This package present support for serbian language in cyrillic scripts in way which is macro and definitions, such like \texttt{abstract}, \texttt{title}, \texttt{chapter} etc., present in cyrillic scripts. Translations for this macro exist in \texttt{babel} package for serbian language in latin script. Package working in T2A font encoding, and code page is cp 1251.

2 How to use this package?

Just put a line \texttt{\usepackage{serbian-def-cyr}} in preambula for you document. If you use \texttt{WinShell} us \LaTeX editor you must in Options, Fonts, Script set on Cyrillic, and coding is Standard. Also, set the keyboard on serbian language in cyrillic scripts.